On the fractal geometry of DNA by the binary image analysis.
The multifractal analysis of binary images of DNA is studied in order to define a methodological approach to the classification of DNA sequences. This method is based on the computation of some multifractality parameters on a suitable binary image of DNA, which takes into account the nucleotide distribution. The binary image of DNA is obtained by a dot-plot (recurrence plot) of the indicator matrix. The fractal geometry of these images is characterized by fractal dimension (FD), lacunarity, and succolarity. These parameters are compared with some other coefficients such as complexity and Shannon information entropy. It will be shown that the complexity parameters are more or less equivalent to FD, while the parameters of multifractality have different values in the sense that sequences with higher FD might have lower lacunarity and/or succolarity. In particular, the genome of Drosophila melanogaster has been considered by focusing on the chromosome 3r, which shows the highest fractality with a corresponding higher level of complexity. We will single out some results on the nucleotide distribution in 3r with respect to complexity and fractality. In particular, we will show that sequences with higher FD also have a higher frequency distribution of guanine, while low FD is characterized by the higher presence of adenine.